Abstract. We study the rendezvous problem in the asynchronous setting in the graph of infinite line following the model introduced in [13] . We formulate general lemmas about deterministic rendezvous algorithms in this setting which characterize the algorithms in which the agents have the shortest routes. We also improve rendezvous algorithms in the infinite line which formulated in [13] . Two agents have distinct labels L min , Lmax and |L min | ≤ |Lmax|. When the initial distance D between the agents is known, our algorithm has cost D|L min | 2 which is an improvement in the constant. If the initial distance is unknown we give an algorithm of cost O(D log 2 D + D log D|Lmax| + D|L min | 2 + |Lmax||L min | log |L min |) which is an asymptotic improvement.
Introduction
Two mobile agents (robots) are initially located in a network being an undirected connected graph. Their task is to meet somewhere in the graph. This is known in the literature as the rendezvous problem. Papers studying rendezvous problem in the synchronous setting require agents to meet in a node. In the asynchronous setting the adversary can make the agents visit nodes at different times, so it is assumed that the meeting can occur either in a node or inside an edge. In this paper we follow the model introduced in [13] .
In this model vertices are not labeled, but agents can distinguish edges adjacent to a node. We assume, that the ports of a node are locally labeled 1, 2, 3, . . . , d, where d is the degree of the node. An agent currently located in a node knows only the local labeling corresponding to this node. No coherence between these local labelings is assumed. When an agent traverses an edge, it knows both the label of the port by which it leaves and the port it enters a node and the degrees of the nodes. In general version of the problem we do not assume any knowledge of the topology of the graph, its size and the initial positions of the agents.
If agents are identical and execute the same program, then deterministic rendezvous is in in general impossible. Particularly in the graph of infinite line the adversary can make the agents move in the same direction at the same speed. Hence we assume, that the agents have unique identifiers, called labels, which are distinct binary strings, and every agent knows its own label. We also assume, that the agent knows nothing about the label of the other agent. The only initial input of a (deterministic) rendezvous algorithm executed by an agent is the agent's label. During the execution of the algorithm the agent learns the local port number by which it enters a node. If L is a label, |L| denotes its length. When there are two agents, by L min we denote the shorter label and by L max the longer label. The distance between the initial positions of the agents is D.
To analyze our algorithms we can consider an adversary. In general version of the problem, the adversary can choose the topology of yet unexplored part of the graph. We consider asynchronous algorithms, so when the agent situated in a node v 0 at a time t 0 has to traverse a segment . Some authors assume that the agent can go back and forth inside a segment, but since this assumption does not give agents additional capability to avoid each other, we assume that f is monotone. The agent can move with an arbitrary speed. We say that in time t
As we already mentioned, the rendezvous occurs when both agents are at the same point at the same time. The cost of the rendezvous is defined as the worst-case number of edge traversals by both agents (the last partial edge traversal is counted as a complete one for both agents), where the worst-case is taken over all choices of labels and decisions of the adversary.
In [13] the choice of the starting times for the agents is also left to the adversary. We assume, that both agents start at the moment t = 0. Starting at different times can be described by the constant function f for the agent starting later in the time before it starts moving. Starting points of the agents are chosen by the adversary.
The rendezvous problem was introduced in [22] . The problem of the rendezvous on the line attracted very much attention [4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 24] . Other considered scenarios were rendezvous on the plane [7, 8] ) and in graphs [1, 3, 13] . Most papers consider probabilistic scenario e.g. [1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 24] , where inputs or rendezvous algorithms are random. A natural extension of the rendezvous problem is that of gathering [15, 18, 21, 23] where many agents should meet in one location.
Deterministic rendezvous of anonymous agents able to mark nodes in unlabeled graphs was considered in [20] . In [13, 14, 19, 25] deterministic rendezvous in graphs with labeled agents was considered. In almost all these papers synchronous setting was assumed. The only exception was paper [13] in which rendezvous in graphs in the asynchronous setting was introduced. Asynchronous rendezvous under geometric scenario was studied in [15] .
We can perform the rendezvous in an n-node tree in time O(n) (see [13] ). Every tree has either a central node or a central edge. Agents can first explore the tree by DFS and then meet in the central node or edge. The above method can be applied on a finite line, but is not feasible in the infinite line.
In paper [13] two algorithms for the infinite line are described. One assumes knowledge of D by both agents and has cost O(D|L min | 2 ). The other does not assume the knowledge of D and has cost O(D 3 + |L max | 3 ). In that paper also the rendezvous problem on a n-node ring was concerned. An optimal O(n|L min |) rendezvous algorithm for known n and O(n|L max |) algorithm for unknown n were found. Since these algorithms for the ring are almost optimal we concentrate on the graph of infinite line.
In section 2 we give general theorems stating that we can reduce the lengths of the routes of the agents when they contain subroutes called lightnings. The routes without lightnings are either ascending or unimodal. In section 3 we introduce a general class of skeleton algorithms used in the further sections. In section 4 we describe an algorithm for known D. It has the same asymptotic cost O(D|L min | 2 ) as in [13] , but the constant hidden behind the big O is eight times better than in [13] . In sections 5,6 and 7 we describe the algorithms for unknown D. The algorithm for known |L| has cost O(D|L| 2 ) which is the same as for known D. The algorithm for unknown |L| (and D)
which is asymptotically better than in [13] .
General Algorithms
We consider an agent starting from vertex v of the infinite line. The agent assigns an orientation to the line choosing direction right according to the first edge it follows and left to the opposite direction. Then the agent tags the vertices of the line. Vertex v has tag 0, the vertex k steps to the right gets tag k and the vertex k steps to the left gets tag −k. This tagging can be then arbitrarily extended to all possible positions of the agent (i.e. to all "points" inside edges). Thus we view the tagging to be a continuous mapping from the infinite line to R.
The agent moves along some route depending on agent's label and possibly on the initial distance D between the agents (if they know D). This route can be expressed by a sequence of integers (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .) such that x 2i−1 > x 2i < x 2i+1 . The agent moving along such a route, first goes right to the vertex tagged x 1 (so x 1 > 0), then left to the vertex of tag x 2 , then right to the vertex x 3 and so on. A segment [a, b] of the line is the subgraph of the line consisting of all vertices between vertices tagged a and b including these vertices, and edges between them. The route (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .) can be viewed as the sum of subsequent segments:
Now let us consider two agents starting from vertices u and v. Each agent has a label that determines its route. For arbitrary routes, not necessarily defined by a rendezvous algorithm, we have two possibilities. The first possibility is that both agents meet no matter of what pace they follow their routes. This possibility should be the case when we indeed use a rendezvous algorithm. In such a case we say that two routes meet. The other possibility is that there is a way to follow both routes, in which the agents do not meet. If this is possible, we say that two routes miss. We say that a route contains lightning
We can transform a route containing a lightning into reduced route described by the sequence ( meet. This has some consequences for rendezvous algorithms on the infinite line. In a rendezvous algorithm we require, that any two routes assigned to different labels meet, no matter what orientations of the line are chosen by the agents.
Theorem 1. Assume, that in a rendezvous algorithm a route containing a lightning is assigned to some label L. If we replace this route by the reduced route, then the algorithm remains a rendezvous algorithm.
For an arbitrary rendezvous algorithm, we can reduce its cost reducing all lightnings in its routes. We should say how these maximally reduced routes look like. We call a route ( 
. .) does not contain lightnings if and only if it is either ascending or unimodal.
Proof. An ascending route obviously does not contain lightnings. Assume, there is a lightning x i , x i+1 , x i+2 , x i+3 on a unimodal route for an odd i. We have Without the loss of generality we assume, that m is odd and x m ≥ x m+2 . For an even m the proof is symmetric. Since x m ≥ x m+2 , then x m+1 < x m+3 , otherwise x m , x m+1 , x m+2 , x m+3 form a lightning. Since x m+1 < x m+3 , then also x m+2 > x m+4 , otherwise x m+1 , x m+2 , x m+3 , x m+4 form a lightning. Since x m+2 > x m+4 , then also x m+3 < x m+5 , otherwise x m+2 , x m+3 , x m+4 , x m+5 form a lightning. And so on until the end of the sequence. So the only local maxima of odd indexed sequence can be x m and x m+2 , and the only local minimum of the even indexed sequence is x m+1 . Thus the route is unimodal.
Skeleton Algorithms
We introduce a general family of skeleton algorithms on the infinite line. All rendezvous algorithms constructed in this paper are based on algorithms from this family. In the construction of such an algorithm we have a string of positive integers
* of length equal to the length the skeleton (can be infinite).
The algorithm builds the route of an agent from the segments which it traverses. The first segment is [0, l 1 ·s 1 ] (so we define s 0 = 0), and the i-th segment is
(thus s m+1 = 0). Because l 1 · s 1 and x 1 are both positive, we should have l 1 = 1.
We are particularly interested in skeletons being either ascending (s i−1 < s i for all i) or unimodal sequences. The routes defined by such skeletons are either ascending or unimodal.
To analyze skeleton algorithms with ascending skeletons we introduce the function W : N → R. The value of W (x) is the maximum length of a route defined by a skeleton algorithm till the moment, the distance of an agent from vertex 0 becomes equal x for the first time. Obviously W (x) is a strictly ascending function. We can formulate the following obvious fact. . Thus in moment t the agent starting from u is in point of tag smaller or equal, than the point the agent starting from v is in. The starting point u has tag bigger, than the starting point v. Because of continuity of the routes the agents meet somewhere between the moments 0 and t. They meet until they complete j-th segments of their routes. This gives the estimation of the cost.
We can also formulate a very similar lemma for unimodal skeletons. = (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 Proof. The case of s i − s i−1 ≥ D is a repetition of the proof of the previous lemma.
Lemma 3. Let the skeleton S
An unimodal skeleton has to be finite. The case s i − s i+1 ≥ D is a repetition of the proof of the previous lemma, if we reverse the time. We remind that the last segment returns the agent to its starting vertex.
Known D
In this section we consider two agents initially situated in the infinite line in distance D. Unlike in the further sections this distance is known to both agents. In [13] an algorithm of cost O(D|L min | 2 ) was presented. We can express the cost of a rendezvous algorithm more precisely, than in terms of the big O. We say, that the cost is at most ∼ f (D, L) when it is bounded from above by a function
The algorithm for known D described in [13] has cost ∼ 8D|L min | 2 because of Fact 2.1 from [13] . In this section we concentrate on improving the leading constant in front of D|L min | 2 . We present a rendezvous algorithm of cost ∼ D|L min | 2 . Our construction is based on skeleton algorithms with unimodal skeletons.
First we define B k to be the set of all strings (l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l 2k ) : l i ∈ {−1, 1} whose exactly k elements l i are 1's including l 1 = 1. We have
There exists a mapping ϕ r assigning a unique element L 1 ∈ B k to each label L of length r = 2r or r = 2r − 1. The rendezvous algorithm is presented in Figure 2 .
Fact 2. The total length of any route for label of length r is at most
1. For label L of length r let r = r/2 and k = k(r ). Let k = k (r ) be the smallest integer such that 2k − log 1.1 k − 1 ≥ 2k. 2. The unimodal skeleton S = (D, 2D, 3D, . . . , (k − 1)D, k D, k D, (k − 1)D, . . . , D) .
We put the string LJ as elements of lj for j ∈ J in unchanged order (if |J| > 2k, then lj = 1 for a couple of last indices j ∈ J). If i ∈ I then li = −li−1. Proof. We can apply Lemmas 3 and 4 considering only indices in J, so the routes meet. The cost of the algorithm is at most the total length of both routes i.e. ∼ Dr Finally we summarize Lemmas 5 and 6 as the main theorem. 
Unknown D, Fixed |L|
Now we construct a rendezvous algorithm in the case when r = |L| is fixed and the agents do not know the distance D. This algorithm has cost O(D|L| 2 ). In this section we also try to minimize the leading constant in front of D|L| 2 . Our algorithm is a skeleton algorithm with an ascending infinite skeleton and is presented in figure 3 . In this algorithm we have a parameter a which determines the leading constant in the cost and is chosen later on in this section. Proof. Let j be the smallest integer for which
Lemma 7. Let us consider the routes of two agents labeled L, K. An index j exists, such that for any
. Due to Lemma 2, the routes meet till any agent gets to the distance Dab/(b − 1) from its starting vertex. Now we should estimate W (y) for an arbitrary y. Then we estimate b − 1.
Lemma 8. Function W (y) is upper bounded by a function
Finally we choose the parameter a minimizing the upper bound on the rendezvous cost 2W (Dab/(b − 1)). We have 2W 
Superposition of Skeleton Algorithms
In the next section we define a rendezvous algorithm in the case when both D and |L| can vary. Our solution requires combining two skeleton algorithms. In this section we define the superposition of two algorithms. From now on we analyze the algorithms only in terms of the big O no longer taking care about the leading constants.
Let us have two skeleton algorithms A U , A V with ascending skeletons U and V . They do not need to be rendezvous algorithms i.e. do not need to assure the rendezvous. We define a skeleton algorithm A U • A V being their superposition in figure 4 . Assume, that in A U (A V ) the rendezvous happens till any agent gets to the distance x from its starting vertex. The algorithm A U • A V assures the rendezvous, till this distance for any agent is cx for some constant c. Thus in the sense of this distance A U • A V is at most c times worse, than the algorithm A U (A V ).
We denote by W U (y), W V (y) and W (y) the maximum cost of the route till the agent's distance from its starting vertex is equal y, when the route is generated by A U , A V and We define X0 = (0, 2] and Let AU be the algorithm described in Figure 3 for label L1. 2. We divide the set N of all indices into disjoint sets of subsequent indices I1, I2, I3 There is a mapping ϕ k assigning each nonnegative integer smaller than 2 r k a unique string from B k .
Let Q * be the concatenation Q1Q2Q3Q4 . . .. 6. The algorithm AV has skeleton V for which the string Q * ∈ {−1, 1} * is applied. 7. The rendezvous algorithm is the superposition AU • AV -Sections whose length is Δs i . Their total length is at most
Their total length is not bigger than 
Conclusions and Open Problems
It is unclear what the lower bound on rendezvous cost is, even in the case when D is known. The author supposes that it is Ω(D|L min | 2 ). Another question is the lower bound for unknown D. We can construct an algorithm very similar to that in [13] in which the cost is O(D 3 + |L min | 3 ). The cost of our algorithm from this paper depends on |L max |. Can we get an efficient algorithm of cost not depending on |L max |?
